
UNIT-I 

CHAPTER 1: DATABASE BASICS 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

DATA: Facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis. 

For example: 5, “Ravi”, 234.32 

DATABASE: A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can be easily 

accessed, managed and updated. Computer databases typically contain aggregations of data 

records or files, containing information about any transactions or interactions. 

For example: 
 

 
Register Number Student Name Department Age 

35518U18001 Ashwin CS 19 

35518U09023 Murugan BCA 18 

35518U18032 Pavithra CS 20 

35518U09040 Shreenath BCA 18 

35518U18050 Varshi CS 17 

 

DBMS:Adatabase-managementsystem(DBMS)isacollectionofinterrelateddataandasetof 

programs to access those data. Software such as DBASE IV or V, Microsoft ACCESS, or EXCEL 

GOALOFDBMS:TheprimarygoalofaDBMSistoprovideawaytostoreandretrievedatabase 

information that is both convenient andefficient. 

FLATFILE 

Aflatfiledatabaseisatypeofdatabasethatstoresdatainasingletable.Thisisunlikearelational database, 

which makes use of multiple tables and relations. Flat file databases are generally in plain-

textform,whereeachlineholdsonlyonerecord.Thefieldsintherecordareseparatedusing delimiters 

such as tabs andcommas. 



Flat file database tables can be set in various application types, including HTML documents, 

simple word processors or worksheets in spreadsheet applications. The tables within a flat file 

databasecanbesortedbasedoncolumnvalues.Thesetablesserveasasolutionforsimpledatabase tasks. 

Inspiteofthelimitationsassociatedwithflatfiles,flatfiledatabasesareusedinternallybyvarious 

computer applications to store data related to configuration. Most of the applications permitusers 

to  store  and  retrieve  information  from  flat   files   based  on  a  predefined  set  of  fields.   

Flat files include data types common to other databases. A few features of the data in flat file 

databasesinclude: 

 DatabaseManagementSystem:Thetextdatarepresentanintermediatestyleofdatabefore being 

loaded into thedatabase. 

 Separated Columns: Flat file databases are based on fixed-width data formatting.Columns 

are separated using delimitercharacters. 

 Data Types: Columns in the database tables are restricted to a particular data type and are 

not indicated, unless the data is passed on to a relationaldatabase. 

 Relational Algebra: Records in flat file database tables meet tuple definitions under 

relationalalgebra. 

 
 DATABASESYSTEM 

A Database System involves four components, 

1. Data 

2. Software 

3. Hardware and, 

4. Users 

 
 

 DATA 

Data are sub-divided into one or more databases. Each database is a respiratory or storage of the 

data. The database is integrated and shared, which means that the database is a unification of 

several different data files and redundancy among the files is eliminated to the maximum extent. 



The term “shared” means the individual data items to database can be shared among several 

different users. This sharing is possible because the database is integrated. A data item is not just 

shared by users sequentially but also concurrently. i.e. at th same time. A database system 

supporting this form of sharing is called multiuser system. 

 
 SOFTWARE 

Database Management System (DBMS) lies between the physical database and users of the 

system. Access requests coming from users are handled by DBMS. The database users from 

hardware-level details and supports user operation by retrieving data. 

 
 HARDWARE 

It consists of secondary storage volumes – disks, on which the database resides. 

 
 

 USERS 

This differentiation is made according to the interaction of users to the database. Database system 

is made to store information and provide an environment for retrieving information. 

There are three types of users: 

(i) An ApplicationProgrammers 

(ii) End – Userand 

(iii) DatabaseAdministrator. 

 
 

I. APPLICATIONPROGRAMMERS 

As its name shows, application programmers are the one who writes application programs that 

usesthedatabase.TheseapplicationprogramsarewritteninprogramminglanguageslikeCOBOL 

orPL(ProgrammingLanguage1),Javaandfourthgenerationlanguage.Theseprogramsmeetthe user 

requirement and made according to user requirements. Retrieving information, creating new 

information and changing existing information is done by these applicationprograms. 



They interact with DBMS through DML (Data manipulation language) calls. And all these 

functionsareperformed bygeneratingarequest totheDBMS.Ifapplicationprogrammersarenot there 

then there will be no creativity in the whole team ofDatabase. 

 
II. ENDUSERS 

End users are those who access the database from the terminal end. They use the developed 

applicationsandtheydon’thaveanyknowledgeaboutthedesignandworkingofdatabase.These are the 

second class of users and their main motto is just to get their taskdone. 

There are basically two types of end users that are discussed below. 

a. CasualUser 

b. Naive User 

 Casual User: These users have great knowledge of query language. Casual users access 

data by entering different queries from the terminal end. They do not write programs but 

they can interact with the system by writingqueries. 

 Naïve:Anyuserwhodoesnothaveanyknowledgeaboutdatabasecanbeinthiscategory. Their 

task is to just use the developed application and get the desiredresults. 

 
III. DBA (DATABASEADMINISTRATOR) 

DBA can be a single person or it can be a group of person. Database Administrator is responsible 

for everything that is related to database. He makes the policies, strategies and provides technical 

supports. 

One of the main reasons for using DBMSs is to have central control of both the data and the 

programsthataccessthosedata.Apersonwhohas suchcentralcontroloverthesystemis calleda 

database administrator (DBA). The functions of a DBAinclude: 

 
a. SCHEMADEFINITION 

The DBA creates the original database schema by executing a set of data definition statements in 

the DDL. Storage structure and access-method definition. 



b. SCHEMA AND PHYSICAL-ORGANIZATIONMODIFICATION. 

TheDBAcarriesoutchangestotheschemaandphysicalorganizationtoreflectthechangingneeds of the 

organization, or to alter the physical organization to improveperformance. 

c. GRANTING OF AUTHORIZATION FOR DATAACCESS. 

By granting different types of authorization, the database administrator can regulate which parts 

ofthedatabase varioususerscanaccess.Theauthorizationinformationiskeptinaspecialsystem 

structure that the database system consults whenever someone attempts to access the data in the 

system. 

d. ROUTINEMAINTENANCE. 

Examples of the database administrator’s routine maintenance activitiesare: Periodically backing 

upthedatabase,eitherontotapesorontoremoteservers,topreventlossofdataincaseofdisasters such as 

flooding. Ensuring that enough free disk space is available for normal operations, and upgrading 

disk space as required. Monitoring jobs running on the database and ensuring that performance is 

not degraded by very expensive tasks submitted by someusers. 

 
 DATABASE 

A database is a data structure that stores organized information. Most databases contain multiple 

tables, which may each include several different fields. For example, a company database may 

include tables for products, employees, and financial records. Each of these tables would have 

different fields that are relevant to the information stored in the table. 

 
A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can be easily accessed, 

managed and updated. Computer databases typically contain aggregations of data records orfiles, 

containing information about sales transactions or interactions with specificcustomers. 

 
In a relational database, digital information about a specific customer is organized into rows, 

columns and tables which are  indexed  to  make  it  easier  to  find relevant  information  through 

SQL or NoSQLqueries. 



Typically, the database manager provides users with the ability to control read/write access, 

specify report generation and analyze usage. Some databases offer ACID (atomicity, consistency, 

isolation and durability) compliance to guarantee that data is consistent and that transactions are 

complete. 

 
1.4.1. TYPES OF DATABASES 

Databases have evolved since their inception in the 1960s, beginning with hierarchical and 

network databases, through the 1980s with object-oriented databases, and today with SQL and 

NoSQL databases and cloud databases. 

 
I. RELATIONALDATABASE 

A relational database, invented by E.F. Codd at IBM in 1970, is a tabular database in which data 

is defined so that it can be reorganized and accessed in a number of different ways. 

 
Relational databases are made up of a set of tables with data that fits into a predefined category. 

Each table has at least one data category in a column, and each row has a certain data instance for 

the categories which are defined in the columns. 

 
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is the standard user and application program interface for 

a relational database. Relational databases are easy to extend, and a new data category can be 

added after the original database creation without requiring that you modify all the existing 

applications. 

 
II. DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 

A distributed database is a database in which portions of the database are stored in multiple 

physical locations, and in which processing is dispersed or replicated among different points in a 

network. 

https://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/ACID


Distributed databases can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. All the physical locations in a 

homogeneous distributed database system have the same underlying hardware and run the same 

operating systems and database applications. The hardware, operating systems or database 

applications in a heterogeneous distributed database may be different at each of the locations. 

 
III. CLOUD DATABASE 

Aclouddatabaseisadatabasethathasbeenoptimizedorbuiltforavirtualizedenvironment,either in a 

hybrid cloud, public cloud or private cloud. Cloud databases provide benefits such as the ability 

to pay for storage capacity and bandwidth on a per-use basis, and they provide scalability on 

demand, along with highavailability. 

 
A cloud database  also  gives  enterprises  the  opportunity to  support  business  applications  in 

a software-as-a-servicedeployment. 

 
IV. OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASE 

Items created using object-oriented programming languages are often stored in relational 

databases, but object-oriented databases are well-suited for those items. 

 
An object-oriented database is organized around objects rather than actions, and data rather than 

logic. For example, a multimedia record in a relational database can be a definable data object, as 

opposed to an alphanumeric value. 

 

 

 

 
V. GRAPHDATABASE 

A graph-oriented database, or graph database, is a type of NoSQL database that uses graph 

theory to store, map and query relationships. Graph databases are basically collections of nodes 

and edges, where each node represents an entity, and each edge represents a connection between 

nodes. 



Graph databases are growing in popularity for analyzing interconnections. For example, 

companies might use a graph database to mine data about customers from social media. 

 
 DATABASELANGUAGES 

A database system provides three different types of languages: 

1. Data Definition Language(DDL) 

2. Data Manipulation Language(DML) 

3. Transaction Control Language(TCL) 

 
 

DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE(DDL) 

Data-Definition Language is used to specify a database schema by a set of definitions expressed 

by a special language called a data-definition language(DDL). 

For instance, the following statement in the SQL language defines the account table: create table 

account(account-numberchar(10),balanceinteger)ExecutionoftheaboveDDLstatementcreates the 

accounttable. 

In addition, it updates a special set of tables called the data dictionary or data directory. A data 

dictionary contains metadata—that is, data about data. The schema of a table is an example of 

metadata.Adatabasesystemconsultsthedatadictionarybeforereadingormodifyingactualdata. 

 
We specify the storage structure and access methods used by the database system by a set of 

statementsinaspecialtypeofDDLcalledadatastorageanddefinitionlanguage.Thesestatements define 

the implementation details of the database schemas, which are usually hidden from the users. 

The data values stored in the database must satisfy certain consistency constraints. For example, 

suppose the balance on an account should not fall below $100. The DDL provides facilities to 

specify such constraints. The database systems check these constraints every time the database is 

updated. 

https://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/data-mining
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/social-media


 DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE(DML) 

Data manipulation is the retrieval of information stored in the database. 

 The insertion of new information into thedatabase 

 The deletion of information from thedatabase 

 The modification of information stored in thedatabase 

 The selection of information stored in thedatabase 

Adata-manipulationlanguage(DML)isalanguagethatenablesuserstoaccessormanipulatedata as 

organized by the appropriate data model. 

There are basically two types: 

i. ProceduralDMLsrequireauserto specifywhatdataareneededandhowtogetthosedata. 

ii. DeclarativeDMLs(alsoreferredtoasnonproceduralDMLs)requireausertospecifywhat data 

are needed without specifying how to get those data. Declarative DMLs are usually easier 

to learn and use than are procedural DMLs. However, since a user does not have to 

specify how to get the data, the database system has to figure out an efficient means of 

accessing data. The DML component of the SQL language isnonprocedural. 

Aqueryisastatement requestingtheretrievalofinformation.TheportionofaDMLthat involves 

information retrieval is called a query language. Although technically incorrect, it is common 

practice to use the terms query language and data manipulation languagesynonymously. 

This query in the SQL language finds the name of the customer whose customer-id is 192-83- 

7465: 

 

Thequeryspecifiesthatthoserowsfromthetablecustomerwherethecustomer-id is192-83-7465 must 

be retrieved, and the customer-name attribute of these rows must be displayed. Queries may 

involve information from more than onetable. 

For instance, the following query finds the balance of all accounts owned by the customer with 

customerid 192-837465. 

select customer.customer-name from customer where customer.customer-id = 192-83- 

7465; 

select account.balance from depositor, account where depositor.customer-id = 192-83- 

7465 and depositor.account-number = account.account-number; 



There are a number of database query languages in use, either commercially or experimentally. 

 
 

The levels of abstraction apply not only to defining or structuring data, but also to manipulating 

data.Atthephysicallevel,wemustdefinealgorithmsthatallowefficient accesstodata.Athigher levels 

of abstraction, we emphasize ease ofuse. 

 
Thegoalistoallowhumanstointeractefficientlywiththesystem.Thequeryprocessorcomponent of the 

database system translates DML queries into sequences of actions at the physical level of the 

databasesystem. 

 
 ACTIONABLE FORDBA 

A Database   Administrator,   Database    Analyst    or    Database    Developer is    the 

person responsible for managing the information within anorganization. 

 
TheDBAhasmanydifferentresponsibilities,buttheoverallgoaloftheDBAistokeeptheserver up at 

all times and to provide users with access to the required information when they need it. The 

DBA makes sure that the database is protected and that any chance of data loss is 

minimized. 

A DBA can be a programmer who, by default or by volunteering, took over the responsibility 

of maintaining a SQL Server during project development and enjoyed the job so much that he 

switched. 

ADBAcanbea systemadministratorwhowasgiventheadded responsibilityofmaintaininga 

SQLServer.DBAscanevencome fromunrelatedfields,suchasaccountingorthehelpdesk,and switch 

to Information Systems to becomeDBAs. 

 
DBA RESPONSIBILITIES 

The following are the responsibilities of the databaseadministrator: 

I. INSTALLING AND UPGRADING AN SQLSERVER 



 

The DBA is responsible for installing SQL Server or upgrading an existing SQL Server. In the 

case of upgrading SQL Server, the DBA is responsible for ensuring that if the upgrade is not 

successful, the SQL Server can be rolled back to an earlier release until the upgrade issues can be 

resolved. 

II. USING STORAGEPROPERLY 

SQL Server 2000 enables you to automatically grow the size of your databases and transaction 

logs, or you can choose to select a fixed size for the database and transaction log. Either way, 

maintaining the proper use of storage means monitoring space requirements and adding new 

storage space (disk drives) when required. 

III. PERFORMING BACKUP AND RECOVERYDUTIES 

Backup and recovery are the DBA's most critical tasks; they include the following aspects: 

 Establishing standards and schedules for databasebackups 

 Developing recovery procedures for eachdatabase 

 Making sure that the backup schedules meet the recoveryrequirements 

IV. MANAGING DATABASE USERS ANDSECURITY 

With SQL Server 2000, the DBA works tightly with the Windows NT administrator to add user 

NT logins to the database. The DBA is also responsible for assigning users to databases and 

determining the proper security level for each user. Within each database, the DBA isresponsible 

for assigning permissions to the various database objects such as tables, views, and stored 

procedures. 

V. TRANSFERRINGDATA 

The DBA is responsible for importing and exporting data to and from the SQL Server. 

VI. REPLICATINGDATA 

Managing and setting up replication topologies is a big undertaking for a DBA because of the 

complexities involved with properly setting up and maintaining replication. 

 
The DBA should possess the following skills 

1. A good knowledge of the operatingsystem(s) 

2. A good knowledge of physical databasedesign 

3. Ability to perform both Oracle and also operating system performance monitoring and the 

necessaryadjustments. 

4. Be able to provide a strategic database direction for theorganization. 

5. Excellent knowledge of Oracle backup and recovery scenarios. 



 

6. Good skills in all Oracletools. 

7. A good knowledge of Oracle securitymanagement. 

8. A good knowledge of how Oracle acquires and managesresources. 

9. Sound knowledge of the applications at yoursite. 

10. Experience and knowledge in migrating code, database changes, dataand 

11. Menus through the various stages of the development lifecycle. 

12. A good knowledge of the way Oracle enforces dataintegrity. 

13. A sound knowledge of both database and program code performancetuning. 

14. A DBA should possess a sound understanding of thebusiness. 

15. A DBA should have sound communication skills with management, development teams, 

vendors, systems administrators and other related serviceproviders. 

 
************** 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Define Database ManagementSystems. 

2. Why we need integrityconstraints? 

3. Illustrate transactionproperties. 

4. Differentiate volatile and non-volatilestorage. 

5. What is Data Base Administrator? Discuss the functions ofDBA. 

6. Explain DBMSapplications. 

7. What is the instance of arelation? 

8. Discuss abstract view of data withdiagram. 

9. List various types of database users.Explain. 

10. Explain briefly the languages supported by databasesystems. 
 

11. Giveexamplesofsystemsinwhichitmaymakesensetousetraditionalfileprocessinginstead of a 

databaseapproach. 

12. Discuss the role of a high-level data model in the database designprocess. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER – 2: THE ENTITY – RELATIONSHIP MODEL 

 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Anentityisanyobject,placeoractivityaboutwhichanenterprisekeepsdata.Itisanobjectwhich can have 

instances or occurrences. Each instance should be capable of being uniquelyidentified. 

 
Entity type and entity instance are two important terms related to entities. An entity type is a set 

ofobjectswhichsharecommonproperties.Anentitytypecouldbeemployeeorstudentorteacher. 

 
The Database Design consists of three components: 

i. ConceptualDesign 

ii. Data Modeling (Entity-Relationship Diagrams andNormalization) 

iii. Physical Design andImplementation. 

 
 

The scope of E-R model includes: 

 Entity and entity sets and reducing E-R diagram totables 

 Relationship and relationshipsets 

 Attributes 

 MappingConstraints 

 Keys 

 Primary keys for relationshipsets 

 Entity relationshipdiagrams 

 Representation of strong entitysets 

 Representation  of weak entitysets 

 Representation of relationshipsets 

 Generalization 

 Aggregation 

 

2.2. THE ENTITY RELATIONSHIPMODEL 

E-R diagramistheshortformof“Entity-Relationship”diagram.AnE-Rdiagramefficientlyshows the 

relationships between various entities stored in a database. E-R diagrams are used to model real-

world objects like a person, a car, a company etc. and the relation between these real-world 

objects. 



 

 
An E-R diagram has following features: 

 E-Rdiagramsareusedtorepresent E-Rmodelina database,whichmakesthemeasytobe 

converted into relations(tables). 

 E-R diagrams provide the purpose of real-world modeling of objects which makes them 

intentlyuseful. 

 E-R diagrams require no technical knowledge & no hardwaresupport. 

 These diagrams are very easy to understand and easy to create even by a naiveuser. 

 It gives a standard solution of visualizing the datalogically. 
 



 

Student 

 
 

2.2.1. COMPONENTS OF AN E-RDIAGRAM 

An E-R diagram constitutes of following Components 

A. Entity:- Any real-world object can be represented as an entity about which data can be stored 

inadatabase.Alltherealworldobjectslike abook,anorganization,aproduct,acar,apersonare the 

examples of anentity. 

 
Any living or non-living objects can be represented by an entity. An entity is symbolically 

represented by a rectangle enclosing its name. 

Entities can be characterized into two types: 

 Strongentity:Astrongentityhasaprimarykeyattributewhichuniquelyidentifieseachentity. 

Symbol   of   strong  entity is same as anentity. 

 
 Weak  entity:  A weak entity does not have a primary key attribute and 

depends on other entity via a foreign keyattribute. 

 

  Student 
 
 

B. Attribute:- Each entity has a set of properties. These properties of each entity are termed as 

attributes. For example, a car entity would be described by attributes such as price, registration 

number, model number, color etc. Attributes are indicated by ovals in an E-R diagram. A primary 

key attribute is depicted by an underline in the E-Rdiagram. 

 
An attribute can be characterized into following types: 

Registration

Number 
Model 

Number 

Price car Color 

Project Allotted 



 

Sex 

Name 

 

Phone 

Number 

Age 

 

 

 Simple attribute:- An attribute is classified as a simple attribute if it cannot be partitioned into 

smaller components. For example, age and sex of a person. A simple attribute is represented 

by anoval. 

 
 Compositeattribute:-Acompositeattributecanbesubdividedintosmallercomponentswhich 

furtherformattributes.Forexample,‘name’attributeofanentity“person”canbebrokendown 

intofirstnameandlastnamewhichfurtherformattributes.Groupingoftheserelatedattributes forms 

a composite attribute. ‘name is the composite attribute in thisexample. 

 

 
 Single valued attribute:- If an attribute of a particular entity represents single value for each 

instance,then itiscalledasingle-valuedattribute.Forexample,Ramesh,KamalandSurajare the 

instances of entity ‘student’ and each of them is issued a separate roll number. A single oval 

is used to represent thisattribute. 

 
 Multi valued attribute:– An attribute which can hold more than one value, it is then termedas 

multi-valued attribute. For example, phone number of a person. Symbol of multi-valued 

attribute is shownbelow, 

 

 

 

 
 Derived attribute: A derived attribute calculate its value from another attribute. For example, 

‘age’ isaderivedattribute ifitcalculatesitsvaluefrom‘current date’&‘birthdate’attributes. A 

derived attribute is represented by a dashed oval. 

First Name Last Name 

Name 



 

Supervises 

 

 
 

C. Relationships:- A relationship is defined as bond or attachment between 2 or more entities. 

Normally, a verb in a sentence signifies arelationship. 

For example, 

 An employee assigned aproject. 

 Teacher teaches astudent. 

 Author writes abook. 

A diamond is used to symbolically represent a relationship in the e-r diagram. 
 
 

  Teaches   Student 
 

 

 

2.2.2. VARIOUS TERMS RELATED TORELATIONSHIPS 

a). Degree of relationship:- It signifies the number of entities involved in a relationship. Degree 

of a relationship can be classified into followingtypes: 

 Unary relationship:- If only single entity is involved in a relationship then it is a unary 

relationship. For example, An employee(manager) supervises anotheremployee. 

  Employee 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 Binaryrelationships:-whentwoentitiesareassociatedtoformarelation,thenitisknown 

asabinaryrelationship.Forexample,Apersonworksinacompany.Mostofthetimeswe use only 

binary relationship in an e-r diagram. The teacher-student example shown above signifies 

a binaryrelationship. 

Other types of relationships are ternary and quaternary. As the name signifies, a ternary 

relationship is associated with three entities and a quaternary relationship is associated with four 

entities. 

Teacher 



 

 
 

b.)Connectivityofarelationship:-Connectivityofarelationshipdescribes,howmanyinstances of one 

entity type are linked to how many instances of another entitytype. 

Various categories of connectivity of a relationship are: 

 OnetoOne(1:1)–“Studentallottedaproject”signifiesaone-to-onerelationshipbecause only 

one instance of an entity is related with exactly one instance of another entitytype. 

 

  Allotted   Project 
 

 

 One to Many (1:M) – “A department recruits faculty” is a one-to-many relationship 

because a department can recruit more than one faculty, but a faculty member is related to 

only onedepartment. 

 
 

 

  Faculty 
 
 

 ManytoOne(M:1)–“Manyhousesareownedbyaperson”isamany-to-onerelationship 

because a person can own many houses but a particular house is owned only aperson. 

 

  Owned Person 
 

 ManytoMany(M:N)–“Authorwritesbooks”isamany-to-manyrelationshipbecausean author 

can write many books and a book can be written by manyauthors. 

 

 
  Writes   

 
Books 

 

c) Weak Entity Type and Identifying Relationship: 

An entity type has a key attribute which uniquely identifies each entity in the entity set. But there 

exists some entity type for which key attribute can’t be defined. These are called Weak Entity 

type. 

Student 

Department Recruits 

Houses 

Author 



 

 
 

For example, A company may store the information of dependants (Parents, Children, Spouse) of 

an Employee. But the dependents don’t have existence without the employee. So Dependent will 

be weak entity type and Employee will be Identifying Entity type for Dependant. 

 
A weak entity type is represented by a double rectangle. The participation of weak entity type is 

always total. The relationship between weak entity type and its identifying strong entity type is 

called identifying relationship and it is represented by double diamond. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

2.3 KEYS 

 Keys play an important role in the relationaldatabase. 

 It is used to uniquely identify any record or row of data from the table. It is also used to 

establish and identify relationships betweentables. 

For example: In Student table, ID is used as a key because it is unique for each student. In 

PERSON table, passport_number, license_number, SSN are keys since they are unique for each 

person. 

 
2.3.1. TYPES OF KEY 

1. Primarykey 

o It is the first key which is used to identify one and only one instance of an entity uniquely. 

An entity can contain multiple keys as we saw in PERSON table. The key which is most 

suitable from those lists become a primarykey. 

o In the EMPLOYEE table, ID can be primary key since it is unique for each employee. In 

the EMPLOYEE table, we can even select License_Number and Passport_Number as 

primary key since they are alsounique. 

o For each entity, selection of the primary key is based on requirement anddevelopers. 

Author 
Books 



 

 

 
 

2. Candidate key 

 A candidate key is an attribute or set of an attribute which can uniquely identify atuple. 

 The remaining attributes except for primary key are considered as a candidate key. The 

candidate keys are as strong as the primarykey. 

Forexample:IntheEMPLOYEEtable,id isbestsuitedfortheprimarykey.Restoftheattributes like 

SSN, Passport_Number, and License_Number, etc. are considered as a candidatekey. 

 
3. SuperKey 

Super key is a set of an attribute which can uniquely identify a tuple. Super key is a superset of a 

candidate key. 

For example: In the above EMPLOYEE table, for(EMPLOEE_ID, EMPLOYEE_NAME) the 

name of two employees can be the same, but their EMPLYEE_ID can't be the same. Hence, this 

combination can also be a key. 

The super key would be EMPLOYEE-ID, (EMPLOYEE_ID, EMPLOYEE-NAME), etc. 

 
 

4. Foreignkey 

 Foreign keys are the column of the table which is used to point to the primary key of 

anothertable. 

 In a company, every employee works in a specific department, and employee and 

department are two different entities. So we can't store the information of the 

department in the employee table. That's why we link these two tables through the 

primary key of onetable. 

 WeaddtheprimarykeyoftheDEPARTMENTtable,Department_Idasanewattribute in the 

EMPLOYEEtable. 

 Now in the EMPLOYEE table, Department_Id is the foreign key, and both the tables 

are related. 

************* 



 

 

 

 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What are the major components used in E-R diagramdesign? 

2. How do we represent null values? Discuss the importance of handling nullvalues. 

3. How to maintain class hierarchies in ER-Diagrams? Explain with employeedatabase. 

4. Explain the followingterms: 

(i) Entity and entityset. 

(ii) Attribute and attributesets. 

(iii) Relationship and relationshipsets. 

5. Differentiate between primary key and a candidatekey. 

6. Why foreign key constraints are important? Explain with employeedatabase. 

7. What is the difference between a key and a superkey? 

8. Why do we designate one of the candidate keys of a relation to be the primarykey? 

9. Discussthecharacteristicsofrelationsthatmakethemdifferentfromordinarytablesandfiles. 

10. Discuss the various reasons that lead to the occurrence of NULL values inrelations. 

11. Discuss the entity integrity and referential integrity constraints. Why each is considered 

important? 

12. Define foreign key. What is this concept usedfor? 

13. How can the key and foreign key constraints be enforced by the DBMS? Is the enforcement 

technique you suggest difficult to implement? Can the constraint checks be executed 

efficiently when updates are applied to thedatabase? 

 



 

 

 
 

UNIT – II 

 
 

CHAPTER 4: RELATIONAL ALGEBRA 

 
 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Relational algebra is a procedural query language. It gives a step by step process to obtain the 

result of the query. It uses operators to perform queries. It collects instances of relations as input 

and gives occurrences of relations as output. It uses various operations to perform this action. 

 
Relational algebra operations are performed recursively on a relation. The output ofthese 

operations is a new relation, which might be formed from one or moreinput 

 A   relational   database   consists   of   a   collection   of tables,   each   having    a  

unique name.Arowinatablerepresentsarelationshipamongasetofvalues.Thusatable 

represents a collection ofrelationships. 

 There is a direct correspondence between the concept of a table and the mathematical 

concept of a relation. A substantial theory has been developed for relationaldatabases. 

 Procedurallanguage 

 Six basicoperators 

1. select:

2. project:

3. union:

4. set difference:– 

5. Cartesian product:x 

6. rename:



The operators take one or two relations as inputs and produce a new relation as a result  



 

 

 
 

4.2. STRUCTURE OF RELATIONALDATABASES 

 

4.2.1. SELECTOPERATION 

The SELECT operation is used for selecting a subset of the tuples according to a given selection 

condition.Sigma(σ)Symboldenotesit.Itisusedasanexpressiontochoosetupleswhichmeetthe 

selection condition. Select operation selects tuples that satisfy a givenpredicate. 

Notation: σ p(r) 

Where: 

σ is used for selection prediction. 

r is used for relation. 

p is used as a propositional logic formula which may use connectors like: AND OR and 

NOT. These relational can use as relational operators like =, ≠, ≥, <, >, ≤. 

 
For example: LOAN Relation 

 

BRANCH_NAME LOAN_NO AMOUNT 

Trichy L-17 1000 

Salem L-23 2000 

Vellore L-15 1500 

Trichy L-14 1500 

Erode L-13 500 



 

 

 
 

Vellore L-16 1300 

QUERY:σ BRANCH_NAME="Vellore" (LOAN) 
 

 
OUTPUT:  

BRANCH_NAME LOAN_NO AMOUNT 

Vellore L-15 1500 

Vellore L-16 1300 

 
4.2.2. PROJECTOPERATION 

The projection eliminates all attributes of the input relation but those mentioned in the projection 

list. The projection method defines a relation that contains a vertical subset of Relation. 

This helps to extract the values of specified attributes to eliminate duplicate values. (Pi) The 

symbolusedtochooseattributesfromarelation.Thisoperationhelpsyoutokeepspecificcolumns from a 

relation and discards the othercolumns. 

 This operation shows the list of those attributes that we wish to appear in the result. Rest 

of the Project Operation: attributes are eliminated from thetable. 

 It is denoted by ∏. 

Notation: ∏ A1, A2, An (r) 

Where 

A1, A2, A3 is used as an attribute name of relation r. 

Example: CUSTOMER RELATION 

Madurai L-11 900 

NAME STREET CITY 

Selvam Main Chennai 

Kumar North Harur 

 



 

 

  

Hari Main Chennai 

Kavin North Harur 

Jothi Alma Coimbatore 

Balaji Senator Coimbatore 

 

QUERY:∏ NAME, CITY (CUSTOMER) 

OUTPUT: 

Selvam Chennai 
 

Hari Chennai 
 

Jothi Coimbatore 
 

 

4.2.3. UNIONOPERATION 

Union operation in relational algebra is same as union operation in set theory, only constraint is 

for union of two relation both relation must have same set of Attributes. 

 Suppose there are two tuples R and S. The union operation contains all the tuples that are 

either in R or S or both in R &S. 

 It eliminates the duplicate tuples. It is denoted by∪. 

Notation: R ∪ S 

A union operation must hold the following condition: 

 R and S must have the attribute of the samenumber. 

 Duplicate tuples are eliminatedautomatically. 

NAME CITY 

Kumar Harur 

Kavin Harur 

Balaji Coimbatore 



 

 

 
 

 

Example:DEPOSITOR RELATION 
 

 

Jothi A-101 
 

Hari A-321 
 

Jothi A-273 
 

Arun A-284 
 
 

BORROW RELATION 
 

CUSTOMER_NAME LOAN_NO 

Selvam L-17 

Kumar L-23 

Hari L-15 

Jeni L-14 

Kavin L-93 

Kumar L-11 

Suman L-17 

 

 
QUERY:∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (BORROW) ∪ ∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (DEPOSITOR) 

CUSTOMER_NAME ACCOUNT_NO 

Kumar A-121 

Tamil A-176 

Selvam A-472 



 

 

 
 

OUTPUT: 
 

Jothi 
 

Hari 
 

Selvam 
 

Jeni 
 

Suman 
 

4.2.4. SET INTERSECTION 

 SupposetherearetwotuplesRandS.Thesetintersectionoperationcontainsalltuplesthat are in 

both R &S. 

 It is denoted by intersection∩. 

Notation: R ∩ S 

Example: Using the above DEPOSITOR table and BORROW table 

 
 

QUERY:∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (BORROW) ∩ ∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (DEPOSITOR) 

OUTPUT: 
 

Kumar 
 

 

4.2.5. SETDIFFERENCE 

 SupposetherearetwotuplesRandS.Thesetintersectionoperationcontainsalltuplesthat are in 

R but not inS. 

CUSTOMER_NAME 

Kumar 

Tamil 

Lindsay 

Kavin 

Mayes 

CUSTOMER_NAME 

Selvam 



 

 

 
 

 It is denoted by intersection minus(-). 

Notation: R - S 

Example: Using the above DEPOSITOR table and BORROW table 

QUERY:∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (BORROW) - ∏ CUSTOMER_NAME (DEPOSITOR) 

OUTPUT: 
 

Jeni 
 

Suman 
 

 
 

 

4.2.6. CARTESIAN PRODUCT 

 The Cartesian product is used to combine each row in one table with each row in theother 

table. It is also known as a crossproduct. 

 It is denoted byX. 

Notation: E X D 

Example:EMPLOYEERELATION DEPARTMENT RELATION 
 

A Marketing 
 

C Legal 

 

QUERY:EMPLOYEE X DEPARTMENT 

OUTPUT: 

CUSTOMER_NAME 

Hari 

Kavin 

DEPT_NO DEPT_NAME 

B Sales 

EMP_ID EMP_NAME EMP_DEPT 

1 Kumar A 

2 Hari C 

3 John B 

 



 

 

 

 
EMP_ID EMP_NAME EMP_DEPT DEPT_NO DEPT_NAME 

1 Kumar A A Marketing 

 
1 Kumar A B Sales 

1 Kumar A C Legal 

 
2 Hari C A Marketing 

2 Hari C B Sales 

 
2 Hari C C Legal 

3 John B A Marketing 

 
3 John B B Sales 

3 John B C Legal 
 
 
 

4.2.7. RENAMEOPERATION 

The rename operation is used to rename the output relation. It is denoted by rho (ρ). 

Example: We can use the rename operator to rename STUDENT relation to STUDENT1. 

ρ(STUDENT1, STUDENT) 

 
4.3. FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONAL ALGEBRAOPERATIONS 

 
 

4.3.1. JOIN OPERATIONS 

A Join operation combines related tuples from different relations, if and only if a given join 

condition is satisfied. It is denoted by ⋈. 

Example:EMPLOYEE RELATION 



 

 

 
 

101 Kumar 
 

103 Hari 
 

SALARY RELATION 
 

 

101 50000 
 

103 25000 
 
 

QUERY: (EMPLOYEE ⋈ SALARY) 

OUTPUT: 
 

EMP_CODE EMP_NAME SALARY 

101 Kumar 50000 

102 Jeni 30000 

103 Hari 25000 

EMP_CODE EMP_NAME 

102 Jeni 

EMP_CODE SALARY 

102 30000 



 

 

 
 

4.3.2. TYPES OF JOINOPERATIONS 
 
 

(A) NATURALJOIN 

 A natural join is the set of tuples of all combinations in R and S that are equal on their 

common attributenames. 

 It is denoted by⋈. 

Example: Let's use the above EMPLOYEE table and SALARY table: 

QUERY: ∏EMP_NAME, SALARY (EMPLOYEE ⋈ SALARY) 

OUTPUT: 

EMP_NAME SALARY 

Kumar 50000 

Jeni 30000 

Hari 25000 

 

 
(B) OUTER JOIN 

The outer join operation is an extension of the join operation. It is used to deal with missing 

information. An extension of the join operation that avoids loss of information. 



 

 

 
 

Computes the join and then adds tuples form one relation that does not match tuples in the 

other relation to the result of the join. 

Uses null values: 

 null signifies that the value is unknown or does notexist 

 All comparisons involving null are (roughly speaking) false bydefinition. 

 We shall study precise meaning of comparisons with nullslater 

 

Example:EMPLOYEE 
 

EMP_NAME STREET CITY 

Ram Civil line Mumbai 

Shyam Park street Kolkata 

Ravi M.G. Street Delhi 

Hari Nehru nagar Hyderabad 

 

 
FACT_WORKERS 

 

EMP_NAME BRANCH SALARY 

Ram Infosys 10000 

Shyam Wipro 20000 

Kuber HCL 30000 

Hari TCS 50000 

 

 
QUERY:(EMPLOYEE ⋈ FACT_WORKERS) 

OUTPUT: 
 

EMP_NAME STREET CITY BRANCH SALARY 



 

 

 
 

Ram Civilline Mumbai Infosys 10000 

Hari Nehrunagar Hyderabad TCS 50000 
 
 
 

An outer join is basically of three types: 

a. Left outerjoin 

b. Right outerjoin 

c. Full outerjoin 

 
 

a. Left outerjoin: 

 Left outer join contains the set of tuples of all combinations in R and S that are equal on 

their common attributenames. 

 In the left outer join, tuples in R have no matching tuples inS. 

 It is denoted by⟕. 

Example: Using the above EMPLOYEE table and FACT_WORKERS table 

 
 

QUERY:EMPLOYEE ⟕ FACT_WORKERS 

 
 

OUTPUT: 

Ram Civil line Mumbai Infosys 10000 

Hari Nehrustreet Hyderabad TCS 50000 

 
Ravi M.G.Street Delhi NULL NULL 

Shyam Parkstreet Kolkata Wipro 20000 

 

EMP_NAME STREET CITY BRANCH SALARY 

 

Shyam Parkstreet Kolkata Wipro 20000 

 



 

 

 
 

b. Right outerjoin: 

 Right outer join contains the set of tuples of all combinations in R and S that are equal on 

their common attribute names. 

 In right outer join, tuples in S have no matching tuples inR. 

 It is denoted by⟖. 

Example: Using the above EMPLOYEE table and FACT_WORKERS Relation 

 
 

QUERY:EMPLOYEE ⟖ FACT_WORKERS 

 
 

OUTPUT: 
 

EMP_NAME BRANCH SALARY STREET CITY 

Ram Infosys 10000 Civilline Mumbai 

 
Shyam Wipro 20000 Parkstreet Kolkata 

Hari TCS 50000 Nehrustreet Hyderabad 

 
Kuber HCL 30000 NULL NULL 

 

c. Full outerjoin: 

 Full outer join is like a left or right join except that it contains all rows from bothtables. 

 In full outer join, tuples in R that have no matching tuples in S and tuples in S that haveno 

matching tuples in R in their common attributename. 

 It is denoted by⟗. 

 
 

Example: Using the above EMPLOYEE table and FACT_WORKERS table 

 

QUERY:EMPLOYEE ⟗ FACT_WORKERS 



 

 

 
 

OUTPUT: 

Ram Civilline Mumbai Infosys 10000 

Hari Nehrustreet Hyderabad TCS 50000 

 
Ravi M.G.Street Delhi NULL NULL 

 
Kuber NULL NULL HCL 30000 

 

(C) Equi join: 

It is also known as an inner join. It is the most common join. It is based on matched data as per the 

equality condition. The equi join uses the comparison operator(=). 

Example:CUSTOMERRELATION 
 

 CLASS_ID NAME 

1 John 

2 Hari 

 
 

PRODUCT 

3 Jeni 

 PRODUCT_ID CITY 

 1 Delhi 

 2 Mumbai 

 3 Noida 

 

 
QUERY:CUSTOMER ⋈PRODUCT 

EMP_NAME STREET CITY BRANCH SALARY 

 

Shyam Parkstreet Kolkata Wipro 20000 

 



 

 

 
 

OUTPUT: 

    

 CLASS_ID NAME PRODUCT_ID CITY 

 1 John 1 Delhi 

 2 Hari 2 Mumbai 

 3 Hari 3 Noida 
 

 

 

4.4. ADDITIONAL RELATIONAL ALGEBRAOPERATIONS 

“Additional operations” refer to relational algebra operations that can be expressed in 

terms of the fundamentals — select, project, union, set-difference, cartesian-product, and 

rename. 

The compositions of these operations are so lengthy, yet so common, that we define new 

operations for them, based on the fundamentals. 

 
4.4.1. SET-INTERSECTION 

The set-intersection operation is a binary operation on relations r and s that is denoted by 

the traditional intersection symbol, ∩. r ∩ s results in all tuples t such that (t ∈ r) ∧ (t ∈ s). 

Set-intersection is defined in terms of set-difference: 

r ∩ s = r − (r − s) 

Thus, set-intersection must follow the same compatibility rules as set-difference: same 

arity, corresponding domains. 

 
4.4.2. THETA JOIN 

One can generalize the natural-join operation into a theta join, so named because 

instead of the specific “attribute-matching” condition involved in natural-join, we allow θ 

to be any predicate on the attributes in R ∪ S for r(R) and s(S). 

Thus, we have r ./θ s, defined as 



 

 

 
 

r ./θ s = σθ(r × s) 
 

 

4.5. EXTENDED RELATIONAL ALGEBRA OPERATIONS 

While they are technically “extensions” to the algebra, they still follow the mathematical 

rigorandprecisionthatallowustodrawsweepingandpowerfulconclusionsfromsimpler 

concepts. 

 
4.5.1. GENERALIZED PROJECTION 

The generalized-projection operation extends the fundamental projection operation by 

allowing arithmetic (or, in the most general case, overall transformative) functions in the 

projection’s attribute list. It is still denoted with Π, but now the straight-up attribute list A 

has changed into an expression list F1, F2, . . . ,Fn 

 
ΠF1,F2,... ,Fn (E) 

 
 

E is any relational algebra expression,which is of course a relation.Fk may be any 

expression involving constant values and the attributes of E’s resultant relation schema. 

 
 

4.6. NULL VALUES 

The outer-join operations bring the notion of null values into the relational algebra. 

n reality, there are a lot of plausible approaches for handling null. If we stick to the 

definition of null as an unknown or non-existent value, we can establish the following: 

Any arithmetic operations involving null must return null. 

 
Comparing anything to null really doesn’t have much meaning, so we create a new 

“boolean value” in this case — unknown, meaning that we really can’t say whether a 

comparison to null is true or false. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Bydefiningthenewbooleanvalueunknown,weneedtodeterminehowunknowninteracts with 

the other boolean values, true and false, in terms of the Boolean operations ∧, ∨,and 

¬. 

 
 

4.7. MODIFICATION OF THEDATABASE 

Sofar,alloftheoperationsthatwehavediscussed“derive”newrelationsfromothers,but don’t 

actually modify or alter the original relations. How does one specify operations that 

change relations “inplace?” 

Thegeneralguidelineistousetheassignmentoperator,buttomakeassignmentstoexisting 

relations instead of designating new temporaryvariables. 

4.7.1. DELETION 

Deletion of tuples is effectively a set-difference operation that is “permanent.” Thus, we 

can write deletion as: 

r ← r – E 

E in this case is any relational algebra expression that determines the tuples that are to 

be removed from r. 

4.7.2. INSERTION 

Similarly to deletion, insertion of tuples can be viewed as a union operation that is made 

permanent. Thus, insertion is: 

r ← r ∪ E 

E once more is a relational algebra expression that determines the tuples to be setunioned 

with (thus “inserted into”) r. 

4.7.3. UPDATION 

An update modification changes one or more values within a tuple. Once more, we find 

that updating is just a persistent version of another relational operation, this time 

generalized projection: r ← ΠF1,F2, ... ,Fn (r). 



 

 

 
 

4.8. TUPLE RELATIONALCALCULUS 

TupleRelationalCalculusisanon-proceduralquerylanguageunlikerelationalalgebra. 

Tuple Calculus provides only the description of the query but it does not provide the 

methods to solve it. Thus, it explains what to do but not howto do. 

 
In Tuple Calculus, a query is expressed as 

{t| P(t)} 

where t = resulting tuples, 

P(t) = known as Predicate and these are the conditions that are used to fetch t 

Thus, it generates set of all tuples t, such that Predicate P(t) is true for t. 

P(t) may have various conditions logically combined with OR (∨), AND (∧), NOT(¬).    

It also usesquantifiers: 

∃ t ∈ r (Q(t)) = ”there exists” a tuple in t in relation r such that predicate Q(t) is true. 

∀ t ∈ r (Q(t)) = Q(t) is true “for all” tuples in relation r. 

 
 

Example: 

Table-1: Customer 
 

 

Ram 
Gandhi 

Street 
Vellore 

 

 

Chitra 
Gandhi 

Street 
Chennai 

 

 

Ravi BazarStreet Bangalore 

Vijay NewStreet Chennai 

CUSTOMERNAME STREET CITY 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Table-2: Branch 
 

Main Bangalore 
 

Market Chennai 
 
 
 

Table-3: Account 
 

ACCOUNT NUMBER BRANCH NAME BALANCE 

1111 Main 50000 

1112 Bazar 10000 

1113 Market 9000 

1114 Main 7000 

 
Table-4: Loan 

  

LOAN NUMBER BRANCH NAME AMOUNT 

L33 Main 10000 

L35 Bazar 15000 

L49 Market 9000 

L98 Main 65000 

BRANCHNAME BRANCHCITY 

Bazar Vellore 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Find the loan number, branch, amount of loans of greater than or equal to 10000 amount. 

{t| t ∈ loan ∧ t[amount]>=10000} 

 
 

OUTPUT: 
 

LOAN NUMBER BRANCH NAME AMOUNT 

L33 Main 10000 

L35 Bazar 15000 

L98 Main 65000 

 

 
4.9. DOMAIN RELATIONALCALCULUS 

Domain Relational Calculus is a non-procedural query language equivalent in power 

toTupleRelationalCalculus.DomainRelationalCalculusprovidesonlythedescriptionof 

thequerybutitdoesnotprovidethe methodstosolveit.InDomainRelational Calculus,a query 

is expressedas, 

 
where, < x1, x2, x3, …, xn > represents resulting domains variables and P (x1, x2, x3, …, xn ) 

represents the condition or formula equivalent to the Predicate calculus. 

Predicate Calculus Formula: 

1. Set of all comparisonoperators 

2. Set of connectives like and, or,not 

3. Set ofquantifiers 

Example: 

{ < x1, x2, x3, ..., xn > | P (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn ) } 



 

 

 
 

Table-1: Customer 
 

Ram GandhiStreet Vellore 
 

Chitra GandhiStreet Chennai 
 

 

Table-2: Loan 
 

L33 Main 10000 

L49 Market 9000 
 

 
Table-3: Borrower 

 

Ramu L01 
 

Sowmya L03 
 

Find the loan number, branch, amount of loans of greater than or equal to 100 amount. 

{≺l, b, a≻ | ≺l, b, a≻ ∈ loan ∧ (a >100)}  

CUSTOMER NAME STREET CITY 

Vijay New Street Chennai 

Ravi Bazar Street Bangalore 

LOAN NUMBER BRANCH NAME AMOUNT 

L98 Main 65000 

CUSTOMERNAME LOANNUMBER 

Divya L08 

L35 Bazar 15000 



 

 

 
 
 

OUTPUT 
 

L01 Main 
 

L10 Sub 
 

 
 

REVIEWQUESTIONS 

1. Discuss the various types of inner join operations. Why is theta joinrequired? 

2. What role does the concept of foreign key play when specifying the most common types of 

meaningful joinoperations? 

3. What is a join? Discuss different types ofjoins. 

4. Inwhatsensedoesrelationalcalculusdifferfromrelationalalgebra,andinwhatsensearethey 

similar? 

5. Why are tuples in a relation notordered? 

6. Why are duplicate tuples not allowed in arelation? 

7. How does tuple relational calculus differ from domain relationalcalculus? 

8. Discuss the meanings of the existential quantifier (∃) and the universal quantifier(∀). 

9. Define the following terms with respect to the tuple calculus: tuple variable, range relation, 

atom, formula, andexpression. 

10. Define the following terms with respect to the domain calculus: domain variable, range 

relation, atom, formula, andexpression. 

11. What is meant by a safe expression in relationalcalculus? 

12. When a query language is called relationallycomplete? 
 

LOANNUMBER BRANCHNAME 

L03 Main 
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